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535 Fifth Avenue,  New York,  NY  10017 
(212) 704-4025  (212) 867-7127 fax 

 

June 14, 2006 

 
 
 
Mr. Craig King 
Department of Development 
City of New Rochelle 
City Hall, 515 North Avenue 
New Rochelle, NY  10801 

 

RE: Echo Bay Waterfront Development – New Rochelle, NY 

Dear Mr. King: 

Twining Properties is pleased to submit the attached response to the Department of Development Request 
for Proposals for the preparation and implementation of a redevelopment plan for the Echo Bay 
Waterfront in New Rochelle. We are confident that we have the vision, experience, capital and team to 
transform this site into the most exciting new place in the City! 

• Partners – Twining Properties and the City of New Rochelle will become partners in the 
redevelopment of Echo Bay.  Only with a strong public-private partnership can this complex 
undertaking be successful.  Twining Properties specializes in urban mixed use development and the 
revitalization of Cities. We are highly selective about the Cities and projects we undertake. We only 
pursue a limited number of publicly offered projects.  We selected Echo Bay because we believe in 
the City of New Rochelle and its future. Our principals will lead this development with a hands-on 
approach working directly with the City leaders as true partners in the future of New Rochelle.  

• Vision – We will transform the Echo Bay site into a place where everyone can come to enjoy the 
water’s edge within a small town center which connects the downtown to its historic waterfront. This 
town center combines the architecture of Scarsdale with the waterfront experience found in Newport, 
RI.  Using traditional town planning principles the local street grid will be extended into the site 
connecting to a new waterfront esplanade, creating traditional blocks with shops, restaurants, 
townhomes, lofts and apartments.   

• Experience – Our team brings decades of experience in developing complex, phased, waterfront 
urban mixed use developments requiring strong public-private cooperation, patient capital and 
innovative planning, design and development capabilities. This experience ranges from conceiving of 
Avalon on the Sound surrounding Library Park to the 8 million square foot Colgate Center built on a 
former soap and toothpaste plant in Jersey City overlooking the New York Harbor. These projects 
required exceptional planning and development skills to tackle complex environmental, infrastructure 
and marketing challenges.   
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• Capital – Our team brings the unique perspective of having both been developers and capital partners 
on large scale, complex urban mixed use developments.  A critical ingredient to success of the Echo 
Bay development is to secure a major institutional equity capital partner who will sustain the project 
over the long term.  Twining Properties currently has over $600 million of projects underway with 
capital partners including Morgan Stanley, Principal Global Investors and CalPERS.  For the 
challenging Echo Bay site we have selected ING Clarion. Principals of Twining Properties and ING 
Clarion have worked on real estate investments together for over 20 years. ING Clarion is one of the 
leading global real estate investors with over $500 billion of investments under management and 
more than $12 billion invested in the US alone.   

• Team –We have assembled a highly experienced development team with a formidable track record in 
the planning, design, development, leasing, marketing, financing and management of complex urban 
mixed use waterfront projects.  This team includes Robert A. M. Stern, Dean of the Yale School of 
Architecture and one of the nation’s top architects, S&W Redevelopment the most successful 
brownfield developer in the State of New York, Bovis Lendlease, one of the largest and most 
successful construction firms in the country and the top engineering team of Divney Tung Schwalbe 
and Langan Engineering to tackle the special marine challenges of the site. We are represented by 
David Newberg who has years of experience working with the City of New Rochelle on complex 
public/private ventures. Most of these team members have worked together previously on numerous 
projects. 

Our vision, financial capacity, relevant experience and development team will enable us to meet or exceed 
your selection criteria for the Echo Bay Waterfront RFP. We look forward to pursuing this exciting 
opportunity. We believe you will find after reading our response that we can bring the creative and 
innovative thinking to this challenging development to produce a project which sets a new standard of 
excellence for the City and the Region.  We truly look forward to working with the City of New Rochelle 
on this exciting new waterfront town.  

Sincerely, 

  

Alexander C. Twining  

CEO, Twining Properties  

 

cc:   Mr. Edward Rotter, Managing Director, ING Clarion 
 Frederick Leopold CEO, Northstar Properties 
 Terry Maliga, S&W Redevelopment 
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partners 
Partners in the Future of New Rochelle 

Twining Properties and the City of New Rochelle will become partners in the redevelopment of Echo 
Bay. Only with a strong public-private partnership can this complex undertaking be successful. Twining 
Properties specializes in urban mixed use development and the revitalization of Cities. We are highly 
selective about the Cities and projects we undertake. We only pursue a limited number of publicly offered 
projects. We selected Echo Bay because we believe in the City of New Rochelle and its future. We know 
New Rochelle. We convinced AvalonBay to make a $100 million bet on the City back in 1995 when no 
major residential development had been completed in decades. We saw the future of the site. We created a 
new park to enhance the project and the City. While our original vision for the site included a more 
sophisticated urban solution with 14 story buildings with continuous streetwalls lining the park, the 
project did happen and became a catalyst for the urban renaissance that the City is seeing today. 
AvalonBay took a major risk and they have been rewarded.  The City took a major chance on AvalonBay 
and they have been rewarded. 

Today, Echo Bay stands at a similar cross-road. Once again the vision and the developer to carry it out are 
critical.  We see the huge potential for creating a new waterfront town center. Once again our vision 
involves creating a series of new parks and open spaces and a dramatic waterfront esplanade. This new 
Echo Bay Town Center will combine a diversity of single family, townhouses and apartment buildings 
arranged in traditional blocks above retail and parking. We see this as an opportunity to raise the bar for 
quality urban design and architecture even higher in New Rochelle. Our goal is to create one of the 
highest quality urban experiences in America utilizing the finest architects and planners. This time, as 
Twining Properties, we do not have to report to any large committee in a far-away city. We are excited to 
have the opportunity to fully define and implement the project in order to assure that the final 
development fully reflects our vision.  

We are not the largest company competing for this terrific site, but we have the expertise in developing 
very large scale waterfront projects with significant brownfield challenges. We have been both the capital 
partner and the developer for many large scale developments.  We know we will deliver the finest 
development for a City we are committed to making one of the best in the Nation. We believe our size 
allows us to be more nimble and creative in fitting the best solution to the site. Our principals will lead 
this development with a hands-on approach working directly with the City leaders. We attended all of the 
community meetings held by the City. We want to be true partners in the future of New Rochelle. We are 
hopeful that you will select Twining Properties as your partner. 
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vision  
Our vision is to transform the Echo Bay site into a small town center which connects the downtown with 
its historic waterfront where everyone can come to enjoy the water’s edge. A place where new streets 
connecting Main Street to the water will open up dramatic views to Long Island Sound. This town center 
will combine the best of Westchester’s traditional architecture with the waterfront experience found in 
Newport, RI. Using traditional town planning principles, the local streets would be extended into the site 
connecting to a new waterfront esplanade, creating new city blocks with buildings which include shops, 
restaurants, townhomes, lofts and apartments.  

Waterfront Town Center  

New Rochelle is fortunate to have a large expanse of waterfront.  Much of the water’s edge is public 
parkland, a large amount is private, but none provides a true waterfront town center.  Echo Bay is flanked 
by two of the finest public waterfront parks in the City – Five Islands Park and the Hudson Park & Beach. 
Echo Bay also includes vast tracts of industrial wasteland – the sewage treatment plant, a concrete plant 
and the DPW yards. Industrial uses at the water’s edge are a missed opportunity for some of the City’s 
most valuable property.  

This site provides a remarkable opportunity to create a new public waterfront town center not possible 
anywhere else in the City.  We believe the plan for this site should be to create a vibrant city waterfront to 
be enjoyed by everyone. These city waterfronts are what make both large cities like Boston, San 
Francisco and Baltimore and small towns like Essex, Connecticut and Newport, Rhode Island exciting 
and attractive places to live. These are places where people can walk or drive to the water’s edge and 
enjoy a stroll, a meal, some shopping or perhaps get out on the water.  This site has the opportunity to 
create a new “place” – the Echo Bay Town Center!  

 
 
 

 
 

 
Echo Bay Waterfront today Echo Bay Town Center tomorrow 
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Two Parks Connect the City to the Waterfont Esplanade 

The Echo Bay Town Center building blocks are linked by parks and open space. Starting at Echo Avenue 
to the south the new Huntington Park leads visitors to the Waterfront Esplanade. The Esplanade provides 
sweeping views of Echo Bay and the Long Island Sound and is anchored in the center by Echo Place 
where the major Pratt Street shopping street meets the water. The Esplanade continues north and 
culminates at the Main Street Green. Bridges across the waterfront channels provide pedestrian short cuts 
for those walking around the Bay.  

By allowing cars, pedestrians and bikes to traverse the site in two directions all culminating at the water’s 
edge, this formerly inaccessible industrial wasteland will be transformed and opened to the public. New 
single family homes back up to Sutton Manor and face Huntington Park which is lined with townhouses 
which screen the larger scale apartment buildings on Main Street. The Esplanade is lined with a variety of 
townhouses, shops and apartments. The Main Street Green is open to the street and water on two sides 
and apartment buildings on the other two sides and provides a pavilion for concerts and a farmers market. 

 

The sweeping Waterfront Esplanade links Huntington Park to the Main Street Green 
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Where the City Meets the Water’s Edge 

Extend the historic streets to the water 

Creating a new town center requires bringing the 
city streets to the water’s edge. Lispenard, 
Stephenson, Pratt and Rhodes Street will be 
extended east through the site.  These streets and 
vistas have been closed to the neighborhood for 
decades.   

From the south Lafayette Street will be extended 
north into the site. Huntington Place will be moved 
to create Huntington Park and to align with 
Lafayette and intersect with the extended Rhodes 
Street. From this intersection it will sweep along 
the water’s edge connecting with Pratt Street at the 
town’s focal point and then linking back to the new 
Main Street Green across from Stephenson 
Boulevard. This will become the Echo Bay 
Esplanade open to cars and wrapped with a 
waterfront walkway. 

Create traditional City Blocks 

Extending the historic street pattern across the site 
carves up the large tracts into eight pedestrian-
friendly city blocks. The two core blocks at the 
center of the site flanking Pratt Street (C & D), two 
blocks to the south (A & B), two to the north (E & 
F) and two potentially above the sewer plant. As 
shown to the right the darker color indicates higher 
allowable density. After reducing the site areas by 
streets and open spaces the PWD-5 and PWD-8 
zoning FAR could be increased from .75 to 1.0. 
The areas of highest density would be along Main 
Street.  With PWD-8 on the core blocks with the 
higher structures fronting Main Street and PWD-5 
toward the water. The north and south blocks 
would also be PWD-5.  The transition block next 
to Sutton Manor would be PWD-3. On top of the 
STP would be PWD-5 away from the water and 
PWD-3 along the water looking across to Sutton 
Manor. 
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Echo Place Anchors Pratt Street at the Waters Edge 

 

The entrance to the new town center at Main 
and Pratt Streets will be anchored with a 
bookstore and food market.  Visitors to these 
stores would be drawn into the site to park 
which would activate more shops and provide 
the opportunity to draw the retail down Pratt 
Street to the water.  Anchoring the other end of 
Pratt street where it intersects Echo Bay 
Esplanade, an open plaza, “Echo Place” with a 
restaurant and cafés opening on to them would 
provide a place for outdoor dining and relaxing. 
With anchors at both ends, Pratt Street could be 
a place for people to stroll past shops with 
diagonal parking to slow the traffic and allow 
more people watching. As visitors walk along 
Pratt Street from the bookstore to the café the 
dramatic panoramic view of Echo Bay and 
Long Island Sound gradually unfolds.   

Across from Echo Place would be the natural launching place for boating, kayaking, a sailing school and 
perhaps a ferry which could shuttle people around the Bay with stops at Sutton Manor, the Marina, 
Hudson Park and Five Parks. Above the cafés and overlooking Echo Place and the Bay could be a hotel to 
allow New Rochelle residents and guests to form fond memories of the “Queen City of the Sound”. 

The New Town Center Links the Echo Bay Parks 

The new system of parks and bridges within 
Echo Bay Town Center provides pedestrians 
with the missing link to walk from Sutton 
Manor around to the STP and to the parks.  
Ideally one could take a walk from Five Islands 
Park around the Bay, stopping for a bite at the 
Echo Bay Café and then stroll past Huntington 
Park, the Marina Village and end up at the 
Hudson Park & Beach.  People living in the 
Echo Bay Town Center would have many 
choices for recreation on land and water. In 
addition, a water taxi could link the two Parks 
with Echo Bay Town Center and the Marina 
Village.   
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Design Guidelines – A Walking Tour  

Design guidelines would be established for each block allowing some variations in height in selective 
locations such as at the entrance to the site at Main and Pratt Streets.  The residential buildings above 
could be planned much like the dense town centers of Forest Hills, Bronxville or Scarsdale. Similar to the 
detailed design guidelines established at Colgate Center and Seaside, we will establish guidelines defining 
the standards for roads, sidewalks, open space, waterfront walkway and the details for lighting, signage 
and all other visible public elements.  In addition we will establish green building standards defining the 
environmental performance of the building designs, operations and materials. 

A high quality of design and detail will be required utilizing the best architects.  We have selected Robert 
A. M. Stern to shape the feel of the entire master plan as an attractive new waterfront town and to then 
design buildings that fit within this plan.  As the entire project is built out we will use several top firms to 
design different buildings and provide the range of variation found in other waterfront cities and towns.  

On the next pages, we take you on a walking tour of the proposed development and some of the unique 
design, open space and land use concepts.  
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The Echo Town Center  

 

Looking down Hugenot Street from NewRoc 
Center and Avalon on the Sound, the Pratt Tower 
will mark the entrance to the Echo Town Center at 
the intersection of Main, Hugenot and Pratt Streets. 
Starting at the tower, the new Pratt Street, a tree-
lined boulevard with shops will lead visitors to the 
water.   

Halfway down Pratt Street will be the main 
entrance to the Echo Fitness, Pool and Spa 
located in the renovated Armory Building. Just 
beyond Pratt Street will open up to provide 
dramatic vistas of Long Island Sound and form the 
new Echo Place where a new hotel will be located.  

Parking will be along the street and below the retail 
and residential buildings lining Pratt Street. 

  

 The Waterfront Esplanade  

 

Lining the Esplanade with dramatic views of 
Sutton Manor and the Bay are four story 
townhomes. Behind these are located apartments 
and parking.  The treelined esplanade and walkway 
leads from Echo Place to Huntington Park. 
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 The Main Street Residences 

 
 

Four residential buildings of 100 to 200 apartments front Main Street. Each building has streetfront retail 
and parking below. Row houses form a buffer to the garage and face the water. The building above 
overlooks the new Huntington Park and the two buildings shown below flank the Main Street Green. 
One is a courtyard building anchored by Pratt Tower.  
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 Huntington Park 

 
On the parcel that borders the Sutton Manor neighborhood we propose a low-density extension that 
mirrors the single-family homes that are already in the historic neighborhood. We will build an additional 
8 single-family homes and also create a park that further buffers the neighborhood. At the same time, a 
pedestrian bridge links the whole neighborhood to both the Echo Bay park system and the new shops and 
restaurants. 
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Scale the Zoning to the Neighborhood 

The site is strategically located at the intersection 
of Main and Hugenot Street at the closest point to 
the waterfront. It can become the anchor drawing 
shoppers and visitors along these streets to the 
water’s edge. 

The Main Street retail forms a buffer to the single 
family homes to the west.  Proceeding north and 
south along Main Street a collection of retail 
buildings are found and an old apartment building 
anchors the southern edge at the corner of Echo 
and Main.  Further south the Monroe College is 
thriving and has built a new dormitory.  
Anchoring the north, at the corner of Le Fevres 
and Main, is the large Ford site and across the 
street 28 new townhouses and retail have just 
been completed.  

Main Street forms the “City” edge to the site with the highest density, the most traffic and the greatest 
retail activity.  This is the edge that seems to be most naturally suited to the highest density on the site and 
includes portions of C1-M zoning at the northern and southern ends flanking a PWD-5 zone in the 
middle.  

The core site area which includes the Armory and DPW yards look across the Bay to the beautiful Sutton 
Manor single family neighborhood to the south and the unattractive sewage treatment plant (STP) to the 
north.  The interface of the dense urban Main Street area and Sutton Manor is zoned PWD-3 which 
provides a lower density transition.  This is the appropriate location for lower scale houses and 
townhomes which can form a transition to historic Sutton Manor. 

To the north, the need for a PWD-3 zone as a transition from the denser Main Street and the STP makes 
less sense.  The STP borders the Salesian waterfront campus and forms the gateway to the Five Islands 
Park.  Clearly sewage treatment is an unfortunate neighbor from all vantage points – looking across the 
Bay from Sutton Manor or the Echo Bay Town Center or across the street from the Salesian campus or as 
the entrance to a beautiful park.  Ideally the STP would be relocated or redesigned to be built upon to 
eliminate this unfortunate use in Echo Bay.  If this was possible, it might include a PWD-5 area away 
from the water and PWD-3 allowing townhomes along the water’s edge. 

The PWD-3 zones would be reduced from an FAR of .75 to .50 and be planned for single family homes 
or   townhouses. The PWD-5 and PWD-8 zones would allow for parking, retail along Main and Pratt 
Streets and residential above the parking and retail.  To minimize the overall bulk and height of the 
project, underground parking would be preferable. A large underground parking garage spanning below 
multiple blocks would also provide the most efficient garage. Dependent upon the needs for 
environmental remediation the amount and depth of soil excavation and removal could be planned to 
work with the garage. This strategy was employed in our Kendall Square development in Cambridge, MA 
where the first underground garages were created in the area as a result of the major brownfield clean-up 
which had to be undertaken. 
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Development Program – a Mix of Retail, Residences and Hotel 

Block Zoning Height FAR  Lot Area Building Retail Residential/Hotel Parking 

A PWD-3 35 0.50 
  

140,000 
  

30,000  to 70,000 
  

-   
  

30,000 to 70,000 
  

30 to 70 

B PWD-5 50 1.00 
  

240,000 
  

240,000 
  

30,000 
  

210,000 
  

300 

C-Main PWD-8 70 1.00 
  

120,000 
  

120,000 
  

20,000 
  

100,000 
  

160 

C-Water PWD-5 50 1.00 
  

100,000 
  

100,000 
  

10,000 
  

90,000 
  

120 

D-Main PWD-8 70 1.00 
  

120,000 
  

120,000 
  

20,000 
  

100,000 
  

160 

D-Water PWD-5 50 1.00 
  

100,000 
  

100,000 
  

10,000 
  

90,000 
  

120 

E PWD-5 50 1.00 
  

50,000 
  

50,000 
  

10,000 
  

40,000 
  

70 

F PWD-5 50 1.00 
  

220,000 
  

220,000 
  

30,000 
  

190,000 
  

280 

Total       
  

1,090,000 
  

1,020,000 
  

130,000                    890,000 
  

1,280 

     parking/1,000 
  

3.0 
  

1.0  

 

The Echo Bay Town Center 
will include shops, restaurants, 
residential and possibly a hotel 
all serviced with parking. 

The 890,000 square feet of 
residential/hotel will include 
single family homes, 
townhouses, rental and 
condominium apartments and 
possibly a small hotel.  

The residential will be planned 
to appeal to a broad range of 
income levels including units 
meeting the City’s new 
affordable housing program. 

The 130,000 square feet of 
retail lining Main Street and 
Pratt Street will include small 
shops, restaurants, a larger 
bookstore and fitness center. 

1,200 parking spaces will be 
located in underground garages 
and at street level. 

Sutton 
Manor 

Echo 
Place 

Retail 

200 ft 
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action 
A great vision requires a skilled team with a detailed action plan to make it happen.  Our vision for Echo 
Bay has been conceived to be flexible in order to maintain momentum even while the approvals, 
infrastructure planning, site remediation and assemblage actions are implemented. Detailed below is our 
strategy for implementation, site improvement and site assembly. 

Strategy for Implementation 

Critical to implementing complex public-private developments is strong leadership, communication and 
management skills. Twining Properties specializes in leading complex developments through the 
planning, approvals, design and construction process and has direct experience with the City of New 
Rochelle’s planning and disposition process and the State SEQRA process having led the Avalon on the 
Sound development from concept to construction.  Twining Properties will streamline the review and 
approvals process at all levels employing three key project management tools: 

1. Organization – organizing the public and private participants into a cohesive working team,  

2. Milestones – defining the key approvals and documents milestones and who is responsible for them,  

3. Schedule – defining the long term schedule and holding regular meetings with defined agendas, 
action lists and minutes to drive the timely completion of the many tasks that must be completed. 

Organization – Public-Private  

The City of New Rochelle has defined the Echo Bay Redevelopment Plan with the assistance of 
professional consultants and the input and participation of the local Community and Twining Properties.  
We were the one developer who attended all of the neighborhood meetings and we will continue to work 
with the local community and integrate them and the City with the State, County and Federal agencies 
and our own multi-disciplined development team to create one cohesive public-private organization 
which can assure the successful completion of the Echo Bay project, as shown below:  

 

City of New Rochelle  
Development, other  

Development Team    
Architect, Engineers,etc

Developer           
Twining Properties 

 

State of New York     
NYSDEC, SEQRA, etc 

Westchester County   
Planning, Traffic, other

Community          
Echo Bay Area 

US Government      
Army Corps, other 
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Milestone Documents  

Once the development program, master plan, design guidelines, site costs and disposition terms are 
finalized a Master Redevelopment Plan (Plan) will be completed incorporating all of the physical 
elements of the proposed project and a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) will incorporate the 
disposition terms and conditions between the City and the Developer.  Based on this Plan and MOU the 
SEQRA process will commence with the preparation of an EIS.  Once the SEQRA process is completed 
with a Negative Declaration, the City will be able to accept the Master Plan and the Developer and 
execute the Land Development and Disposition Agreement (LDDA).  Once the LDDA is executed the 
site assembly strategy must be completed, the NYSDEC Brownfield Cleanup Program (BCP) application 
must be submitted and accepted and dependent upon the final Plan additional approvals and permits may 
be required from the State and the US Army Corps of Engineers for dredging, piers and waterfront 
bulkhead improvements.   

 

Milestone Document  Participants Action  

acquisition    

Developer Designation  City & Developer Select Developer 

Memorandum of  Understanding  MOU City & Developer Negotiate & execute 

Master Redevelopment Plan Plan Developer Submit to City for approval 

Land Development & Disposition   
Agreement  

LDDA City & Developer Execute upon SEQRA completion 

Site Assembly Strategy  Developer Implement Strategy 

approvals    

Echo Bay Redevelopment Plan   City & State Amend if required 

Environmental Impact Statement  EIS City, State & Developer  Submit to SEQRA 

Negative Declaration  City, State & Developer Receive Neg Dec from SEQRA 

US Army Corps Permit  City, Developer & Army Secure waterfront permits 

site remediation    

Brownfield Cleanup Program  BCP Developer & NYSDEC Secure acceptance into BCP 
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Schedule 

This site presents a chance to literally change the face of New Rochelle’s waterfront.  This will require a 
huge commitment of time and resources by the City and the developer over a period of numerous years.  
The critical first steps to implementation are outlined below.  Many of these tasks will need to be 
implemented simultaneously and will involve a close working relationship and many meetings between 
the City, the development team and the community. 

 
2007 2008 2009 2010 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

< Memo of Understanding                           
Master Plan                             
    Environmental                         
  SEQRA Approval >                         
  Land Disposition >                         
        Land Assembly                 
        Site Clean Up                 
        Design Documents                 
        Army Corps Permit                 
                Construction         
                            Lease/Sell 
                                
                                

 

Site Improvement 

Waterfront Development 

Converting these former industrial sites including the concrete plant, the Armory and the DPW facility 
into a new town will require costly and extensive environmental remediation, major new roadways and 
utilities, a complex bulkhead with a waterfront walkway and marine construction.  Over time a large 
amount of parking will be needed.  These major capital infrastructure projects take a cooperative public-
private effort to achieve on a timely and cost-effective basis.  

Twining Properties’ extensive experience in waterfront development working with State and US Army 
Corps of Engineers will enable us to define the optimal development solution from a cost, aesthetics, 
approvals and time perspective. Adding to the complexity is the potential need to phase the improvements 
while site remediation and assemblage are progressing. Recognizing the long lead time required to secure 
Army Corps Permits, the strategy will be to commence the process immediately and process the permit, 
the design documents and the site remediation simultaneously. 

Site Environmental Remediation 

Twining Properties has added S&W Redevelopment of North America, LLC (SWRNA) to the 
development team to address all brownfield sites within the project area based on their innovative and 
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highly successful approach to environmental remediation. Unlike a typical environmental consultant, 
SWRNA actually takes the risk of owning brownfields throughout New York State, self funds and self 
performs many of its cleanup and development projects. SWRNA has recommended that the best method 
of addressing the environmental remediation at Echo Bay is through NYSDEC’s Brownfield Cleanup 
Program (BCP).  SWRNA is one of the most active users of the program in the State of New York. 

SWRNA’s approach to brownfields is a holistic one and all of their projects are driven by end use. Instead 
of following the typical consultant approach of first cleaning up the site and then planning the 
development, SWRNA follows a much more cost effective approach which begins with the end use in 
mind.  By coordinating and performing the development and the clean up simultaneously the entire 
remediation process can be completed more rapidly.  Echo Bay includes both private and City owned 
sites needing environmental remediation.  The plan for each of these is a follows: 

 City Owned Properties –  The DPW Yard and the former City Armory will likely need to be 
addressed as brownfields. Application to the BCP will be made early on in the process to expedite the 
overall development schedule and to complete some of the administrative requirements of the 
program upfront including the Brownfield Cleanup Agreement(s), Citizen Participation Plan, and 
establishment of a public document repository. Making early application does not obligate Twining or 
the City in any way to complete the site under this program, however it is clear that these sites are 
prime candidates for this program and that the BCP is the best option for this project. Having the site 
in the BCP at the beginning of the project will likely save many months in the overall development 
process.  

 Private Properties – The Twining Properties team will also address other sites needing remediation on 
a case by case basis. The Former Mancuso Marina and adjacent concrete plant will likely have issues 
related to current and past operations. Although these sites do not fit the popular profile of a 
brownfield, some level of environmental impact cannot be ruled out for these properties. The normal 
operations of a marina often include boat fueling as well as boat maintenance and repair. Petroleum 
impacts from years of fueling could be present on the site. Additionally, boat maintenance, including 
the use of paint strippers and sealers for vessels likely occurred which may have left solvent impacts 
on the site. Although concrete production and limestone do not pose environmental risks related to 
the end use product, years of heavy machinery operation, possible vehicle fueling and maintenance, 
and transportation activities on this site would make it a candidate for additional investigation. Both 
the Mancuso Marina and the concrete plant will warrant some additional investigation and may be 
candidates for the BCP. 

 Con  Edison Property – The Con Edison property is the responsibility of Consolidated Edison and has 
been remediated. Although the property has been cleaned up and will receive NYSDEC approvals, 
the Twining Properties team will need to be mindful of any land use restrictions or environmental 
easements that may be placed on the site as a result of the clean up. Often final remediation plans are 
completed contingent on certain use restrictions or easements on a site. SWRNA and the Twining 
Properties team will review final NYSDEC documents for the property to ensure that appropriate 
planning is used when formulating the final development strategy for this parcel. 

Once sites are accepted into the BCP, SWRNA’s investigation and remediation will be driven by the 
Twining team’s ultimate development plans. For example the DPW Yard and the Armory lay within areas 
C and D of the Echo Bay development plan. These parcels will be developed into mixed use buildings, 
with retail on the main level and residential on the upper floors. A below grade parking garage is also 
planned as part of the development which will require significant excavation of these parcels. As part of 
addressing the issues on these parcels, SWRNA’s investigation and ultimate remedy will be coordinated 
with site development. The site will be fully characterized in anticipation of commercial development and 
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where possible construction activities will be integrated with the clean up remedy to save time and costs. 
If an investigation reveals that there is soil contamination on site the soils will be excavated and removed 
as part of building and parking garage excavations. In areas where low levels of contamination can be left 
on site, building foundations and asphalt parking areas will be used as “caps” to cut off human exposure 
and to limit any impact to human health and the environment. If NYSDEC requires any remediation 
systems to be installed on site to address groundwater contamination, these systems will be installed 
during building construction so they can be integrated into the site plan and any on-going monitoring can 
be easily accommodated. 

Since SWRNA and the Twining Properties team will be acting as a volunteer under the BCP, the team 
will be funding all investigation and site clean up activities associated with the development area. The 
Twining team fully intends to take on all cost and responsibility connected with cleaning up these Echo 
Bay brownfields, thus relieving the City of the cost, time, and liability associated with delivering clean 
sites. Since the City of New Rochelle is the owner and likely the responsible party on the DPW Yard and 
the Armory, it is unlikely that the City would be eligible for 90% funding under NYSDEC’s 
Environmental Restoration Program (ERP). By the Twining team retaining a partner such as SWRNA and 
being ready and willing to address brownfields as part of this project, we bring additional benefits to the 
City, some of which include: 
 100% cost savings on clean up of the Armory and DPW Yard (unlikely eligible for ERP) 
 Limit of the City’s liability on brownfields they likely impacted 
 Faster clean up, thus faster development under the BCP 
 A Developer willing to take City owned sites “as is” 
 A development team with a proven BCP track record 

Site Assembly 

Site assemblage is an extremely difficult, costly, time-consuming and high risk undertaking.  Twining 
Properties has a highly successful track record of assembling multiple parcel urban sites throughout the 
eastern seaboard, importantly without the use of eminent domain.  For example in Boston, we assembled 
19 parcels comprising two city blocks while securing approvals for a two million square foot 
development.   

Twining Properties is in negotiations with certain parcel owners in the Echo Bay redevelopment area. Our 
detailed strategy and methodology for assemblage must remain confidential in order for us to be effective. 
We have also conceived and master planned the project to enable it to be assembled and developed as 
three stand-alone projects, any of which can be commenced separately. The three projects include the 
central Echo Place area comprised mostly of the City-owned parcels and the two areas to the east and 
west. By following this strategy, the private parcels are not critical to a successful Echo Bay development. 
That said, those private owners who do decide to work with us will be able to maximize their land value 
by including their parcels as part of the overall project.     

finance 
Twining Properties provides the unique perspective of having been both the developer and capital partner 
on large scale, complex urban mixed use developments. This will enable Twining Properties as the master 
developer of Echo Bay to recognize the financial challenges upfront, to plan for them, to adapt as market 
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and financing conditions change and secure the optimal mix of public and private capital needed to make 
this project a success. Outlined below is our selected equity capital partner, the financing challenges and 
our approach to solving them in the past. In the later section on selection, the details of specific projects, 
financing and public-private initiatives are outlined.  

Equity Capital Partner 

Based on our experience with the development of large scale and long term projects both as developers 
and capital partners, Twining Properties believes that the critical ingredient to success is to secure a major 
institutional equity capital partner who will sustain the project over the long term. Debt capital markets 
and public financing mechanisms will vary and are unpredictable over time. The developer’s portfolio, 
valuations and capital assets on hand at the time of this RFP are subject to change based on market 
fluctuations, investment objectives, collateral requirements from other projects and numerous other 
variables that are difficult to control or predict over time. Therefore, as a capital partner, land owner or 
city agency the critical component to underwriting financial capacity and capability for a project such as 
Echo Bay is the financial capacity of the institutional equity partner and this capital partner’s comfort that 
the developer can deliver the results.   

Twining Properties currently has underway over $600 million of urban development with three major 
institutional capital partners: Morgan Stanley, Principal Global Investors and CalPERS. These are firms 
who have placed their trust in Twining Properties’ ability to deliver the intended results. These are firms 
who are concerned about track record, long term commitment, professional expertise and high integrity.  
These are long term relationships. While at Morgan Stanley selecting developers to invest in, we believed 
selecting the right people was of paramount importance and looked to the value of a long term 
relationship with repeat business. 

We have worked with principals of ING Clarion for over 20 years and have bid on multiple projects 
together since the formation of Twining Properties. Therefore we have selected ING Clarion to be our 
capital partner for Echo Bay. 

ING Clarion  

ING Clarion is a global financial services organization based in the Netherlands. ING has operations in 65 
countries and $500 billion in assets under management from activities in banking, insurance and 
investment management.  ING Clarion has $34.4 billion of assets under management including $9.9 
billion in real estate equity securities, $19.1 billion in private equity real estate assets and $2.7 billion in 
fixed income securities, primarily commercial mortgage backed securities (CMBS). ING Clarion Realty 
Services manages 34 million square feet of US real estate and over 7,900 apartments and focuses 
primarily on the four major property types – office, multifamily, industrial and retail. 

Capital Partner Perspective  

Principals of Twining Properties while at Morgan Stanley represented the capital partner’s investment in 
several large scale, long term developments including: 

 The Woodlands – The 25,000 acre Woodlands development in Texas involving the development of 
all land uses including the creation of a new waterfront and residential, hotel, office and retail along 
the water’s edge.  Morgan Stanley joined with a developer to acquire this new city in the late 1990’s 
and expects to continue to hold this investment for a period which could extend 15 years.   
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 Northbridge – The $2 billion, 3 million square foot, 8 block Northbridge project in Chicago, 
developed by the John Buck Company involved four hotels, entertainment retail, Nordstrom’s, a 
vertical mall, offices space and two parking garages.  This project was assembled in the 1980’s for 
office development and as market conditions shifted became a retail and hotel driven development.  
Morgan Stanley had the staying power to carry out the project and adapt to the market and after over 
a decade achieved a substantial return investment for the firm and its pension fund investors. 

Developer Perspective  

Principals of Twining Properties while at BF Saul Company, FD Rich Company, Colgate-Palmolive and 
AvalonBay have been involved as the developer of major long term development projects. The private 
development companies Saul and Rich used conventional financing, the Colgate project equity was 
funded primarily by the company and AvalonBay was funded by the public REIT’s capital. Together they 
provide a wealth of experience in structuring complex financial transactions: 

 Commonwealth Center – This two million square foot project involved the assemblage of 19 parcels 
on two city blocks in downtown Boston aggregating to three acres, while securing approvals through 
a five year process and over 300 community meetings.  The approvals entailed providing affordable 
housing, jobs and cultural “linkage” funding as part of the City of Boston’s objectives for creating the 
new Midtown Cultural District which including the re-zoning of over 30 blocks of downtown. 

 Colgate Center – This 8 million square foot project involved every one of the challenges outlined 
above including a $20 million remediation, the demolition of a 30 acre plant, creation of waterfront 
walkways, marina, new storm sewer outfall, new streets and sidewalks, structuring long term state 
and city tax abatements, securing Urban Enterprise Zone benefits and offsite affordable housing 
requiring three layers of tax credit, bond financing and private equity.  As the master developer for 
the project the timetable including defining the long term program, establishing design guidelines, 
sales and marketing of sites to separate developers, infrastructure construction, establishment of a 
property owners association in a project which will extend for over 20 years. 

Construction & Permanent Financing 

Recognizing that the commencement of construction is potentially well over a year away, to define 
construction and permanent debt capital sources at this time would not be meaningful. Draft commitment 
letters would provide no assurance that such financing would be available in the future. More importantly, 
principals of Twining Properties have been involved in securing construction and permanent debt for over 
two decades from such major institutions as Citicorp, GE Capital, JP Morgan Chase, Wells Fargo and 
many others and are confident of their ability to secure debt in the future at the appropriate time.   

Public Financing 

Every possible State, Local and Federal bond financing, grant and tax credit and abatement program will 
be explored to subsidize the infrastructure, site remediation, public space and support facilities including 
parking garages and marina amenities.  Twining Properties has extensive experience in public financing 
and will secure the best combination of such funds available at the time the project moves ahead. Public 
financing or commitments today without a detailed definition of the scope, timetable, costs, and market 
conditions would not provide the City with any assurance that such funds could be secured in the future.   
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Financing Challenges 

The Echo Bay development presents several financial challenges: 

Challenge Issues  

Development 
Schedule 

Substantial capital will be necessary over a protracted time period to accommodate the 
planning and zoning, financing, preparation of construction documents and bidding, 
construction, and leasing, sales and marketing of the completed product. 

Market 
Timing 

Large phased projects extending over numerous market cycles are exposed to changes in the 
marketplace which require additional capital to carry the project during downturns or change 
plans as the building components are adapted to the marketplace. 

Infrastructure A large amount of upfront capital will be required to plan and implement the environmental 
remediation, waterfront bulkhead, walkways, site utilities and roadways, parking garages, 
open space and other project-wide infrastructure and improvements. 

Public-Private 
Financing 

The capitalization of large scale urban waterfront projects will involve the use of public and 
private financing for conventional construction debt, bond financing, possible tax credit 
financing and grants and private equity capital. 

Property 
Owners 
Association 

The long term maintenance and management of the common area improvements such as 
waterfront walkways, open space and parking areas will require the establishment of a 
property owner’s association with property assessment mechanisms and funding capabilities. 

Land 
Assemblage  

Dependent upon the final parcels to be assembled, certain parcels may require a public 
process. This adds further uncertainties and delays the amount and timing of capital required. 

Financial Proforma 

The financing challenges make providing a financial proforma at this time difficult for many reasons: 

• Land costs are difficult to project due to unknown costs of assembling the private parcels.  

• Environmental and waterfront development costs could vary widely depending on the final 
approved configuration, NYSDEC review, SEQRA review and Army Corps requirements. 

• The potential for delays is high due to the assemblage and approvals required and therefore the 
market, construction costs and financing conditions may vary widely. 

• Standards for design, open space and parking could vary widely depending on the City’s final 
assessment of the cost benefit analysis as outlined in the previous section. 

Consideration Package for the City 

The Long Term Perspective  

The City of New Rochelle is making a decision about changing the face of the City forever. Therefore the 
economics of the consideration should not be evaluated in terms of a quick boost to the municipal 
operating budget but instead as a long term transformation and dramatic economic redevelopment of the 
entire City for years to come. This translates into a long term real estate tax stream, new residents and 
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new businesses on what was formerly an industrial wasteland.  Indeed a whole new range of economic 
activity and vibrancy along the waterfront which is not possible in New Rochelle today. The Echo Bay 
redevelopment has the potential to take some of the City’s lowest value wastelands and upgrade them to 
some of the City’s most valuable parcels of land by the fact that these wastelands happen to be 
strategically located on property bounded by the Boston Post Road, New England’s most important retail 
artery, and fronting the Echo Bay waterfront overlooking Long Island Sound, arguably the most valuable 
views that any of the towns in New York or Connecticut have to offer.  

The City of New Rochelle is at a place in its history when its leadership has a long term perspective and 
understands the true meaning of return on investment. Over the past decade the City has seen a 
renaissance of its downtown with housing and retail sprouting up in all directions. These high rise, high 
density developments may be appropriate surrounding the train station. Now it is time to move the 
revitalization to the waterfront, but at a lower scale and at a higher level of quality. The City should 
evaluate the quality of this new environment the same way our major educational institutions consider 
major additions to their campuses. Universities plan for hundreds of years to come. The City should do 
the same. 

Our proposal is to work with the City on an “open book” basis, sharing our financial assumptions as we 
refine the assemblage, infrastructure, site remediation, parking and general building and soft costs. In this 
process we recommend pricing and analyzing with the City the costs and benefits of providing the highest 
standard of quality. Once the City and Twining Properties are satisfied that we have the optimal Master 
Redevelopment Plan we would like to structure terms that align our interest by minimizing the upfront 
land costs, maximizing non-City public financing and minimizing private capital costs in order to 
capitalize the best quality development. In return for the City taking a stake in the highest quality, they 
should realize a higher long term return in the form of higher real estate taxes, sales taxes and public 
benefits.  

Cost Benefit Analysis 

So how should the “consideration” be evaluated? What are the tradeoffs? How should the City structure 
this transaction to align the interests of the developer, the capital partner, the City and the local 
community?  The first step is a cost benefit analysis.  Why spend more for underground parking instead 
of above grade parking decks?  Why require higher quality design and planning? Why spend money on 
new parks and open space? The answer to all of these is they will produce a higher quality environment, 
which over the long term will generate a better quality of life for the City. These in turn will make Echo 
Bay more desirable to residents, visitors and shoppers alike and will assure a stable long term real estate 
value generating commensurate real estate taxes.  The choice is in the hands of the City. To help illustrate 
the cost benefit merits we have outlined a number of these choices and the benefits they provide. 

 

Minimum Standard  Highest Standard  Cost 
Baseline  Twining Properties  

Benefit  
 Least Cost & Most 

Immediate Cash to City 
Highest Cost & Most 
Long Term Value to City 

 

infrastructure    
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streets & blocks large blocks with few 
streets 

extend historic streets to 
form many new blocks 

 traditional scale 
 pedestrian friendly 
 opens up vistas to water  

streetscape standard concrete walks 
& curbs & signage 

granite curbs, variety of 
walks & special signage 

 more durable & inviting 
 marks special place  

parking above-grade parking 
decks visible to all  
residents 

underground parking 
hidden from everyone 

 eliminates eyesore 
 lower buildings 
 better garage for users         

utility lines telephone & electric 
poles with overhead 
wiring 

all utilities buried  eliminates eyesore 
 enhances streets 

open space    

parks no new parks new Huntington Park, 
Main Street Green & 
building courtyards 

 places to sit, play & enjoy 
 enhances buildings that 

face the park 
public place none new Echo Place & Main 

Street pavilion 
 places for outdoor dining 
 concerts & events space 

waterfront edge leave mostly alone introduce waterfront  
walkway, bridges & boat 
docks & landing 

 increases public access 
 place for walks & bikes 
 sail,  kayak & boating 

design quality    

buildings repetitive buildings 
with no architectural 
merit 

high quality plan by Stern 
& buildings by multiple 
high quality architects 

 creates richness & variety 
 better environment 
 higher value real estate  

green building none provide energy saving 
design, building forms & 
use recycled materials 

 save energy 
 enhance lifestyle 

Armory building demolish to save costs 
& allow flexibility 

adaptive reuse & renovate 
for pool, fitness & spa 

 historic preservation 
 vibrant public use 
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selection 
Experience 

Twining Properties brings together an exceptional development team with broad experience in the design 
and development of waterfront urban mixed use projects.  Listed below are five relevant large-scale 
projects undertaken by the principals of Twining Properties.  

Comparable Projects to Echo Bay 

Development Program Financial  

The Avalon            
Bronxvile, NY 

110 apartment homes 
above 165 car 
underground garage 

$24 million  with equity 
financing from AvalonBay 

 

Avalon on the Sound      
New Rochelle, NY 

1,000 apartment homes 
with    retail space & 
health club  parking 
garage  and Library Park 

$100 million  with equity 
financing from AvalonBay 
and debt from ULICO 

 

Colgate Center                
Jersey City, NJ 

8 million sf mixed use 
project  on 34 waterfront 
acres, 6 million sf office, 
1,000 residences, 100,000 
sf retail, hotel and marina 

$2 billion development 
with Colgate Palmolive as 
landowner and master 
developer 

 

Pennsylvania Avenue 
Triangle        
Washington, DC 

800,000 sf mixed use 
office, hotel & residential 
building halfway between 
the White House & the US 
Capitol 

$120 million with equity 
from BF Saul Company & 
debt from Wells Fargo 

 

Watermark 
Residences  
Cambridge, MA 

watermarkresidences.com 

350,000 sf, 24 story tower 
with 321 apartments, 
10,000 sf of retail & 
fitness center above a 
1,400 car garage 

$90 million debt & equity 
from Principal Global 
Investors 
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Comparison to Echo Bay 

The Avalon in Bronxville is quite similar in scale to the individual buildings we are proposing for Echo 
Bay. Three of the other four projects are similar in overall masterplan size to Echo Bay and the last, 
Colgate Center, shares many of Echo Bay’s waterfront challenges.   

 Large Masterplan – All of them involved large scale urban masterplanned developments with retail 
and residential uses, public open space and special design guidelines.  

 Zoning, Clean-Up & Infrastructure – All but one required new zoning, environmental clean up and 
major new infrastructure including roadways and utilities.  

 Waterfront – Two of the five are waterfront projects, although the developers have been involved 
with several other waterfront projects not listed here including Avalon projects in Jersey City, 
Hoboken and Queens West. 

 Size & Timeframe – They are almost all similar in project size and timeframe for completion, except 
Watermark Residences which is one component of a larger 1.3 million sf mixed use project. 

 

Criteria Echo Bay Avalon on 
the Sound 

Colgate 
Center 

Pennsylvania 
Triangle 

Watermark 
Residences 

Project Size 800,000 sf 1,000,000 sf 8,000,000 sf 800,000 sf 375,000 sf 

Timeframe to Complete 4 to 8 years 10 years 20 years 6 years 3 years 

Residential & Hotel residential residential both both both 

Retail & Office both retail both both retail 

Masterplan Development a a a a a 

New Zoning a a a  a 

Design Guidelines a a a a a 

Waterfront a  a  a 

Public Open Space a a a a a 

New Roads & Utilities a  a a a 

Environmental Clean Up a a a  a 

Land Assemblage a  a a  
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Evaluation Criteria 

Why select Twining Properties to develop Echo Bay? 
1. We know New Rochelle 

• Directed the Avalon on the Sound development 
• The only developer to participate in the Echo Bay community process 

2. We have the vision for a new waterfront town center 
• Specialize in city revitalization with retail, residences and hotel 
• Committed to the highest quality architecture 

3. We can make the vision a reality 
• Principals of the company will drive the project 
• Expert in waterfront development, SEQRA and processing brownfield development  

4. We can assemble the site 
• Experts in site assemblage 
• Already begun negotiations with owners 

5. We have the capital to make this project happen 
• ING Clarion is a multi-billion real estate capital partner 
• Twining Properties has significant experience with major  institutional partners 

 

 Criteria Twining Properties Competition Points 

1 Quality of Plan, Vision & Strategy a a 25 

2 Organizational Approach & Schedule a a 10 

3 Terms of Agreement a a 25 

4 Plan for Project Financing a a 10 

5 Business Terms & City Consideration a a 20 

6 Infrastructure, Amenities & Funding a a 20 

7 Treatment of existing Armory a a 10 

8 Experience Developing in New Rochelle a r 20 

9 Success in Securing Complex Approvals a r 20 

10 Track Record of Assembling Urban Sites a r 20 

11 Expertise in Environmental Remediation a r 20 

12 Urban Waterfront Experience a r 20 

 TOTAL 220 120 220 
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team 
The Master Developer Approach 

In selecting the optimal developer for this unique development, the City of New Rochelle has several 
qualified candidates from among the top local and national developers. Based on its experience at The 
Woodlands, Colgate Center and Kendall Square, Twining Properties proposes the “master developer 
approach” which will allow the maximum amount of flexibility in defining the redevelopment plan that 
optimizes the mix based on both market conditions and the City’s own goals for creating the most 
attractive environment. The final development for this site may include a mix of residences, hotel, marina 
and retail. The market and desire for a hotel may change or may not exist over time. The marina adjacent 
to the core site may be limited and the public marina may well remain as it is. The retail space may vary 
in its type, target market and total size. In all cases there will be a significant residential component but 
the final mix of rental, for sale, single family, townhome or apartment is likely to evolve. Therefore, we 
propose to perform the role of Master Developer as follows:  

 Common Elements – Oversee the entire project and implement all of the common infrastructure, 
roadways, parking and open space 

 Residential & Office – Develop the major residential component and the limited amount of office 
space.  

 Retail – Define the retail program with Northstar Properties as the Retail Partner to develop market, 
manage and lease the retail space. 

 Brownfield – Enlist S&W Redevelopment the leading expert in the environmental remediation of 
brownfield sites in the State of New York State. 

 Hotel – In the event that a hotel becomes part of the project select a Hotel Partner to develop and 
operate the hotel.   

 Marina – Dependent upon the final marina program secure a Marina Partner to develop the marina 
components. 

Development Team 

Based on this “master developer approach”, Twining Properties has brought together a highly successful 
and experienced development team.  Detailed on the following pages are the Organization Structure, 
Development Team, Contact Information and Firm Information.  
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The Organization Structure 

Developer             
Twining Properties 

Retail Developer         
Northstar Properties 

Brownfield Developer     
SWRNA 

Construction            
Bovis Lendlease 

Architect & Planner    
Robert A M Stern 

Legal & Zoning        
Collier Halpern Newberg  

Marine Engineering 
Langan Engineering 

Civil Engineering      
Divney Tung Schwalbe 

 
 

Twining Properties –Developer 

Twining Properties is a New York City based real estate development company which specializes in 
complex urban mixed use projects in the cities of Boston, New York and Washington, DC.  Twining 
Properties has recently completed a 24-story tower with 321 apartments overlooking the Charles River in 
Cambridge, MA and is developing a 65-story, 1 million square foot mixed use development on 42nd Street 
in Manhattan. Principals of Twining Properties have developed several thousand apartments in metro 
New York City while at AvalonBay, overseen the 8 million square foot master planned Colgate Center on 
the Hudson River and run MetroNexus for Morgan Stanley which owns a 3 million square foot 
commercial portfolio. The firm’s principals have a unique combination of expertise in design, planning, 
finance, marketing and development. 

ING Clarion – Equity Partner 

ING Clarion is a global financial services organization based in the Netherlands. ING has operations in 65 
countries and $500 billion in assets under management from activities in banking, insurance and 
investment management.  ING Clarion has $34.4 billion of assets under management including $9.9 
billion in real estate equity securities, $19.1 billion in private equity real estate assets and $2.7 billion in 
fixed income securities, primarily commercial mortgage backed securities (CMBS). ING Clarion Realty 
Services manages 34 million square feet of US real estate and over 7,900 apartments and focuses 
primarily on the four major property types – office, multifamily, industrial and retail. 
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The Development Team 

Role Firm  
Developer                            
Alex Twining, CEO 

Twining Properties 

 

Capital Partner                   
Ed Rotter, Managing Director 

ING Clarion 

 

Retail Developer                       
Fred Leopold, CEO 

Northstar Properties 

 

Brownfield Developer             
Terence Maliga, Manager 

S&W Redevelopment 

 

Architects & Planners   
Bob Stern, Partner 

Robert A M Stern Architects 

 

Construction Manager        
Tony Mannion 

Bovis Lendlease 

 

Engineers                            
Mike Divney, Partner 

Divney Tung Schwalbe 

Marine                              
David Gockel, Partner 

Langan Engineering 

 

Legal & Zoning                         
David Newberg, Partner 

Collier Halpern Newberg, Nolletti & Block 
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Developer Twining Properties 

Company Overview   

Twining Properties 

Twining Properties brings together a professional real 
estate development team which has worked on large mixed 
use developments including apartments, office, retail and 
hotel for over 20 years at Twining Associates, BF Saul 
Company, FD Rich Company, Colgate-Palmolive, 
AvalonBay, Morgan Stanley and MetroNexus.  In 2002 
Twining Properties was launched to develop mixed use 
developments in Boston, New York City and DC. 

 

MetroNexus Portfolio – In late 2000 principals of Twining Properties began the redevelopment and 3 million 
square foot portfolio restructuring of Morgan Stanley $150 million investment in MetroNexus .  By rezoning the 
sites for residential use, they have disposed of three of the four assets at values far higher than projected in 
Montreal, Jersey City, and Houston and the final one in Atlanta is under contract.   

Watermark Residences – Twining Properties’ first new development is a $90 million, 321 unit luxury high-rise 
apartment building in Kendall Square in Cambridge,  MA completed construction in May 2006.  Principal Global 
Investors is Twining Properties capital partner for this project.   

440 West 42nd Street – In 2004 Twining Properties acquired a New York City block on 42nd Street and 10th 
Avenue to develop a one million square foot, 65 story rental and condominium apartment tower above three levels 
of retail, a theater and the new Number 7 subway station.  Twining brought in Related Companies as its 
development partner and MacFarlane with CalPERS as its capital partner.  The projected cost is $550 million and 
construction will commence in 2007. 

 

 

 

MetroNexus Atlanta 

   

440 west 42nd Street, NYC         Watermark Residences, Cambridge, MA MetroNexus Jersey City 
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Colgate Center, Jersey City 

 
Avalon Chrystie Place, Manhattan 

 

Past Experience 

F.D. Rich – From 1985-1990 Twining was the regional partner for 
FD Rich Company’s Boston office directing the $700 million, 2 
million square foot mixed-use development Commonwealth Center 
with twin office towers, 400 room hotel, 100,000 square feet of 
retail and 1,200 car underground garage. Included securing a $75 
million Citicorp land loan, assembling 19 separate parcels on two 
city blocks and after 300 community meetings, upzoning the site to 
allow 2 million square feet in twin towers of 400 feet in height. 

Colgate Center – In the early 1990’s, Twining directed 8 million 
square foot mixed-use development known as Colgate Center in 
Jersey City overlooking the New York Harbor.  Finalized all 
approvals, completed a $20 million environmental clean-up, 
directed the leasing and structuring of joint ventures with several 
developers to build out the six million square feet of office towers, 
1,200 apartments, 100,000 square feet of retail space, a hotel and 
marina.  Merrill Lynch and Lehman Brothers occupied the first 
tower.  Goldman Sach’s which began negotiations with Colgate in 
the mid-1990’s completed its first phase, the tallest building in New 
Jersey in 2004.  

AvalonBay Communities – In 1995, Twining joined Avalon Bay 
Communities to launch a new mid/high-rise apartment product line 
for the large multi-family REIT.  After setting up a specialized team 
of design, construction, development, management and marketing 
professionals the group went on to develop several thousand 
apartments aggregating to $500 million of development throughout 
the metro New York City. These included a 1,000 apartment phased 
development at the New Rochelle, NY train station, 800 apartments 
in Queens West, a 280 apartment tower in Jersey City and smaller 
projects in Bronxville and Mamaroneck, New York.  In 1999, 
Andrew Bank won the right to acquire the site for 900 residential 
units in Manhattan and brought in AvalonBay as his partner to 
develop Chrystie Place.  In 2002 Bank joined Twining Properties. 

Morgan Stanley – In 1998, Twining to oversaw the Morgan 
Stanley Real Estate Funds investments in large scale mixed-used 
developments. These included the 25,000 acre new city known as 
the Woodlands in Texas, a $600 million mixed-used development 
in downtown Chicago known as North Bridge which includes four 
hotels, entertainment and destination retail with a Nordstroms and 
office space.  It also included overseeing the Gale Company’s east 
coast office portfolio including the acquisition and development of 
the 1 million square foot 101 Lincoln in Boston, which was leased 
to State Street Bank and sold 3 years later for $750 million.  Also 
worked on the acquisition of the nine acre Con Ed site in 
Manhattan with the Fisher Brothers. 

Avalon on the Sound, New Rochelle 
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Management 
Alexander C. Twining – President and CEO 

Alex Twining is President and CEO of Twining Properties currently developing almost 1.5 million square feet of new development in New York 
City and Boston. He is also CEO of MetroNexus, a Morgan Stanley Real Estate Funds Enterprise which is in the final stages of disposition of a 2 
million square feet portfolio in Atlanta, Boston and metro New York City. Mr. Twining was formerly an officer of Morgan Stanley where he 
worked with its venture capital, technology and telecom groups to launch a $1.25 billion global platform to develop mission critical facilities. Mr. 
Twining also managed $3.0 billion of Morgan Stanley’s most complex office, apartment, retail and hotel investments, including $1.2 billion of 
acquisitions and over $750 million of dispositions. Mr. Twining’s focus at Morgan Stanley was on large scale development properties including 
The Woodlands, a 25,000 acre new town in Texas, The John Buck Company’s North Bridge, a three million square foot urban mixed-used 
development in Chicago and Gale & Wentworth’s six million square foot national office portfolio. Prior to joining Morgan Stanley in 1998, Mr. 
Twining was a real estate developer for over 20 years. He has structured $2 billion in equity and debt capital transactions and negotiated 
numerous complex acquisitions, land assemblages and joint ventures. He was an officer of AvalonBay Communities, a $4 billion multi-family 
REIT where he launched and directed the Mid/High-Rise Development Division. For Colgate Palmolive he directed the development of the $2 
billion, eight million square foot Colgate Center in NJ. He was Regional Partner for F.D. Rich Companies’ Boston office overseeing a two 
million square foot downtown development and directed an 800,000 square foot mixed-use development for B.F. Saul Company in Washington, 
DC. Mr. Twining has been a ULI speaker and is a Council Vice Chairman, a licensed architect and real estate broker. He received both a BA and 
an MArch from Yale University. He has lectured and taught at Yale, New York University Real Estate Institute and Columbia Business School.  
Mr. Twining is a member of the Yale School of Architecture Dean’s Council and is an active member of Habitat for Humanity. 

Michael Reid – Chief Operating Officer 

Mr. Reid was COO of SL Green Realty Corporation, a $4 billion REIT listed on the New  York Stock Exchange.  Mr. Reid was responsible for 
operations, finance, capital markets activity, investor relations and corporate administration. Previously Mr. Reid was a Managing Director at 
Lehman Brothers in the Global Real Estate Department . While at Lehman Brothers, Mr. Reid headed the Real Estate Group’s Equity Practice 
from 1993.  In this capacity, he led SL Green’s initial public offering in 1997 and was involved in over $7 billion in equity offerings, including 
ten lead managed initial public offerings for a diverse group of real estate companies.  In over 17 years of investment banking, Mr. Reid has also 
been involved in over $8 billion in mortgage and unsecured debt transactions, as well as a full range of strategic advisory assignments.  From 
1984 to 1987, Mr. Reid worked at the First Boston Corporation where he worked on asset sales, mortgage financings, leasing transactions and 
strategic advisory assignments.  From 1982 to 1984 he worked at Landauer Associates where he worked in the Marketing Division specializing in 
leasing. Mr. Reid received both a BA and an MDiv from Yale University.  
Neil R. M. Duncan – Chief Financial Officer 

Neil Duncan is the Chief Financial Officer of Twining Properties and MetroNexus. He is responsible for all accounting, treasury and capital 
functions at the companies. Mr. Duncan has over a decade of experience in finance, both in public accounting and the private sector, and six years 
as a real estate investment banker. Prior to joining MetroNexus in 2000, Mr. Duncan was at Rockwood Realty, where he performed investment 
sales. Prior to Rockwood, Mr. Duncan was a Vice President at J.P. Morgan for 10 years, working in Real Estate Investment Banking, where he 
focused on domestic and cross-border advisory assignments, debt and equity financings and structured transactions. He completed $3 billion in 
advisory transactions and asset sales, $1.5 billion in debt financings, and $150 million in private equity joint ventures. Transactions include 
Mitsubishi’s investment in Rockefeller Center, Ford’s sale of First Nationwide Bank, acquisition and lease-up loan to the purchasers of 590 
Madison Avenue and a structured tax financing for Disney. While in Controllers at J.P. Morgan, he was involved in legal entity reporting, 
management reporting, financial controls, special projects and planning. Mr. Duncan worked at PricewaterhouseCoopers from 1983 to 1989, in 
the New York and London offices. Mr. Duncan qualified as a Chartered Accountant in England in 1986. He received a BA in Economics from 
Nottingham University in England.  
Andrew M. Bank – Senior Vice President, Development                                   

Andrew Bank brings over 16 years of experience in real estate development including mixed use, multi-family, retail and office projects.  Prior to 
joining Twining Properties, Andrew Bank was the founder and President of The Bank Company, a real estate company specializing in advisory 
services and the development of residential, commercial and healthcare related properties. Development projects included the Cooper Square 
Urban Renewal Area, a 750,000 square foot mixed-use project developed under the auspices of New York City’s Housing, Preservation and 
Development Agency with AvalonBay Communities and Williams, Jackson, Ewing.  Prior to forming the Bank Company, Mr. Bank was a 
regional business officer for CareMatrix Corporation, a publicly traded Owner/ Operator of residential housing for seniors.  In this capacity, Mr. 
Bank oversaw all development and acquisition activities in the region. Mr. Bank was responsible for, among several projects, a $100 million 
mixed use project in Manhattan consisting of 250,000 square feet of rental housing including assisted living for seniors and 120,000 square feet 
of retail. Mr. Bank received a March from Harvard University in 1987 and a B.A. at Columbia with a concentration in Philosophy and Biology.   
Catherine Malmberg – Development Manager       

Catherine Malmberg is a Development Manager in the New York office of Twining Properties. Her responsibilities include analyzing new 
acquisitions and development and she is currently managing a planned two million square foot mixed use development in Jersey City. Prior to 
Joining Twining Properties, Ms. Malmberg worked for Hamlin Ventures on a 500,000 square foot residential development in Brooklyn, NY. She 
worked for DEGW in London on workplace strategies and the City of New York Department of Small Business Services which published and 
widely distributed Ms. Malmberg’s Guidelines for Storefront Design to economic development and business improvement districts throughout the 
five boroughs. She worked for LPC/Reuters as a financial journalist covering the syndicated debt markets. Ms. Malmberg completed her MArch 
at Princeton University and her AB magna cum laude from Harvard University. While at Princeton she was awarded a fellowship, research and 
teaching positions and worked on projects including a Midtown Midtown Far West zoning proposal.  
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Capital Partner ING Clarion 

 

The ING Clarion organization provides real estate investment advisory and management services to 
institutional investors, primarily U.S. pension funds. Founded in 1982, ING Clarion is a national 
organization with 770 employees and offices in major markets across the country. Today, ING Clarion 
manages $34.4 Billion in real estate assets, both in the private and the public sectors. 

The synergies and close collaboration between the business lines of ING allow us to serve clients 
requiring services covering the entire value chain, with exception of construction and brokerage.  

Its extensive range of activities means that ING is made aware of the trends taking place at any particular 
time in the real estate market from different angles. The opportunities for cross selling among the various 
core activities produce significant added value for an integrated real estate business. 

Finance offers a wide range of products from mortgages, project finance, construction finance and leasing 
arrangements to syndicated loans. Clients are mainly investors, developers and construction companies, 
as well as companies wishing to develop corporate accommodation for their own activities. 

 

 ING Clarion Partners - $19.1 billion in private market equity 

 ING Clarion Real Estate Securities - $9.9 billion in public market equities, primarily REIT stocks 

 ING Clarion Capital - $2.7 billion in commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) 

 ING Clarion Realty Services - Property Management and leasing services for in excess of 34 million 
square feet and over 7,900 residential units nationwide. 
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Retail Developer Northstar Properties 

 

Company Overview 

Northstar Properties is a private company that acquires, builds and owns community shopping centers.   
An affiliate, Northstar Centers, manages centers for Northstar and third parties.  Our executives have 
backgrounds in the development of specialty centers, grocery-anchored centers, power centers, regional 
malls, and multi-family rental properties. Northstar affiliates have a portfolio of approximately one 
million square feet of retail space in the Northeast.  In addition, Northstar is developing approximately 
400,000 square feet and is working on other developments.  Northstar has sourced equity capital from 
both high net worth individuals and institutions.  Northstar believes that all of the portfolio properties 
have appreciated since being developed or acquired, and all of the existing properties have produced well-
sheltered distributable cash flow.   

 
Bridgemarket is a 90,000 s.f. redevelopment 
and expansion of a retailing space below the 
Manhattan side of the Queensboro Bridge.  
The project recalls the original turn of the 
century retail program which included a food 
marketplace. An agency of the State of New 
York, as owner, leased the space for a 
nominal amount to the City of New York, 
which operated it for more than sixty years as 
a truck depot.  Leopold while working at The 
Gordon Company led a joint venture that 
redeveloped the space into a flagship Food 
Emporium in a part of the original space, a 
large-scale restaurant called Guastavino in 
another part, and the Terence Conran shop in 
a newly constructed space outside of the 
original space and fronting on 58th Street.   

Management 
Fredric Leopold – CEO                        
Fredric W. Leopold is the managing member of Northstar Properties.  He works on developments and acquisitions, including conceptualizing new 
opportunities, supervising development teams, and working with government agencies through the approval process.  Mr. Leopold has been in the 
real estate development and finance business since 1979.  He has worked as a regional mall developer on development projects including the 
Beverly Center (Los Angeles) and Bridgemarket (New York).  He was Vice President at Thomson McKinnon Securities, where he acquired 
twelve properties valued in excess of  $100 million.  He created a successful urban shopping center development program for LISC, a national 
not-for-profit, and managed Northstar’s work as Kmart’s developer in Central Europe.  Mr. Leopold is a native of Los Angeles and a graduate of 
U.C. Berkeley and the Yale School of Management. 
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Brownfield Developer S&W Redevelopment 

 

 

S&W Redevelopment of North America was formed in 1998 from Stearns & Wheler, LLC to offer 
alternative approaches to dealing with environmentally distressed properties known as brownfields. 
Utilizing Stearns & Wheler’s over 50 years of environmental investigation and remediation experience, 
S&W Redevelopment began working with municipalities and private land owners to acquire brownfield 
properties. Once a brownfield site is acquired, S&W Redevelopment uses its own capital to clean up the 
brownfield, get it back to productive use, and in many cases get it back on the tax rolls. 

Today, S&W Redevelopment participates in brownfield transactions in a variety of ways. S&W 
Redevelopment acquires brownfield properties from private owners, buys brownfields through municipal 
tax foreclosures, and partners with traditional developers as an equity participant to expedite the 
development of brownfield sites.  

S&W Redevelopment currently owns over 20 brownfield properties in New York State. S&W 
Redevelopment has been at the forefront of New York State’s new brownfield law and currently has more 
properties in the State’s new Brownfield Cleanup Program (BCP) than any other developer or consultant. 
We have worked with New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) to 
promote that BCP and have co-presented the program across the State with NYSDEC policy makers. In 
addition to our strong presence in New York, S&W Redevelopment is working to identify and redevelop 
brownfield sites in Connecticut, New Jersey, and Massachusetts.   
 

221 Main Street Tower, White Plains, NY – This 30 story hotel and condominium 
complex is currently under construction in downtown White Plains. SWRNA is 
working. to perform site investigation and remediation in concert with the site 
development. SWRNA also helped properly assemble parcels under Cappelli’s 
Brownfield Cleanup Agreement to ensure that all eligible parcels were part of the 
“site” as defined in the agreement (approximate project value $500 million) 
• Pollutants – Extensive Petroleum Contamination 
• Environmental Work Done – Site in the BCP and investigation is complete. 

Remediation will occur simultaneously with building construction 
• Site Use – 30+ story office, retail, and condominium tower  
Former Gas Station, Dry Cleaner, and Trolley Barn, Kingston, NY – This 
property located on Broadway in downtown Kingston has the distinction of being the 
first site accepted into the BCP in 2003. After negotiations with the prior owners, and 
assistance from the City of Kingston on one tax delinquent parcel, SWRNA acquired 
these three adjacent parcels which were contaminated with a commingled plume of 
solvents and petroleum. Remediation has begun on the property and the site will 
likely receive a COC by the end of 2006. The site is already under contract to 
Walgreens who will purchase the site upon receipt of the COC (approximate project 
value $5 million) 
• Location – Broadway and Chester Street, Kingston, NY 
• Pollutants – Petroleum & Solvents from  gas station and dry cleaning facility 
• Environmental Work Done – First site in BCP in 2003. Remediation underway 

with COC expected in 2006. 
• Site Use – Walgreens Drug Store 
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Architects Robert A. M. Stern Architects 

 

 

Robert A.M. Stern Architects is a 140-person firm of architects, landscape architects, interior designers, 
and supporting staff. Over its thirty four-year history, the firm has established an international reputation 
as a leading design firm with wide experience in residential, commercial, and institutional work. As the 
firm’s practice has diversified, its geographical scope has widened to include current projects in Europe, 
Asia, South America, and throughout the United States. 

The firm maintains an attention to detail and commitment to design quality which has earned international 
recognition, numerous awards and citations for design excellence, including National Honor Awards of 
the American Institute of Architects, and a lengthening list of repeat clients. At present, the firm is 
responsible for the design of approximately $200,000,000 of construction per year.  

 

Paul Whalen, Bob Stern and Joel Mendelson working 
on the Echo Bay Master Plan at Robert A.M. Stern 
Architects offices 

 

 

  
Pennsauken Waterfront 

Pennsauken, New Jersey 

Celebration 

Celebration, Florida 
Tuxedo Reserve 

Tuxedo, New York 
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PENNSAUKEN WATERFRONT Pennsauken, New Jersey 

 
Our master plan for the redevelopment of the 
waterfront of Pennsauken, New Jersey, 
consolidates a series of neglected industrial 
sites along the Delaware River and transforms 
them into a dynamic string of transit-oriented 
waterfront villages. The site includes most of 
Pennsauken’s blighted waterfront land, 
including several brownfield and industrial 
parcels ranging in size from 130 to 160 acres, 
as well as Petty’s Island, a 300-acre partially 
wooded island located in the Delaware River 
that currently serves as an oil storage facility.  
The project will give Pennsauken over 2,500 
new housing units, 300 acres of parks and 
remediated open space, as well as new retail, 
professional office space, and space for civic 
uses. 
The development is organized into three 
villages. Fisherman's Point, shown here, is a 
130-acre parcel formerly occupied by an oil 
facility.  It features a mix of residential types 
including single family, townhouse, and 
condominium buildings, as well as commercial 
and civic uses. Fisherman's Point also includes 
a municipal recreation center, a new marina, 
and mid-rise condominium development with 
clear views to the Philadelphia skyline. 
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CELEBRATION Celebration, Florida 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Celebration will in its full build-out be a town 
encompassing 4,900 acres and about  20,000 
residents. This office’s role, working in 
partnership with Cooper Robertson and Partners 
and the developer, the Celebration Company, is 
to develop the Full Build-Out master plan. 
Completed to date is a First Phase Village 
incorporating a Downtown and approximately 
500 houses and apartments. Taking cues from 
traditional Southern Towns, the Downtown is 
focused on a new lake that overlooks the 
existing wooded wetlands, creating an intimate 
relationship between town and nature. 
Residential neighborhoods radiate out from this 
center in a warped grid plan that allows for easy 
visitor orientation 
while creating picturesque views down curved 
streets. Streets always terminate in parks, 
waterways or in natural woodlands. Garages are 
located on alleys, opening the streets to views of 
houses rather than garage doors, and at the same 
time allowing for narrower lots which decrease 
walking distances and enhance the sense of 
community.  

 
A variety of house sizes and prices are provided 
in order to accommodate the demographic 
variety typical of real towns as opposed to the 
homogeneity of suburban developments. 
Houses are designed according to the town’s 
Residential Architectural Guidelines, ensuring 
an appropriately Southern character. An 
emphasis on tree lined streets, parks, and civic 
buildings will create a strong public realm, an 
essential ingredient to any real town. Even the 
golf course, so commonly privatized in recent 
subdivisions, is here bordered by a public street 
and by the fronts of surrounding houses, 
creating a park-like amenity. 
 
This office’s responsibilities also include the 
detailed architectural design of the Town 
Center, incorporating 123 apartments and 
150,000 square feet of retail, 
entertainment, and office space. Paralleling 
precedents in towns such as Charleston, South 
Carolina, and East Hampton, New York, much 
of the parking requirements are tucked away in 
the interiors of the downtown  blocks. Shady 
vias and storelined 
walkways connect these parking areas to the 
surrounding streets. Following the Architectural 
Guidelines developed by this office, special 
civic buildings are designed by others to 
enhance the town’s architectural and stylistic 
variety. 
 

 

TUXEDO RESERVE Tuxedo, New York 
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Robert A.M. Stern Architects is providing 
master planning services and architectural 
guidelines for the new community of Tuxedo 
Reserve at Tuxedo, New York, for the Related 
Companies, and will continue to be the master 
architect for the plan’s 20-year build-out. The 
complicated terrain and the very specific 
architectural traditions that define historic 
Tuxedo Park strongly inform the design. We 
are committed to the formation of a community 
composed of a series of neighborhoods 
grouped around public amenities such as 
neighborhood greens, recreation facilities, 
community facilities and commercial buildings. 
Development will be clustered as much as 
possible to help maintain the integrity of the 
open space, and our intent is to preserve 70-
75% of the land in its natural state. Each 
neighborhood will contain a variety of housing 
sizes and types in order to embrace the variety 
typical of real towns as opposed to the 
homogeneity of typical suburban subdivisions. 
A small hamlet with tree-lined streets, 
community parks, mixed use and civic 
buildings will create a strong center for what 
we plan to be a community rather than just a 
collection of houses. 
An integral part of our work is the 
determination of an appropriate architectural 
character for the community. This character is 
determined by hundreds of detailed decisions, 
from the treatment of road edges (few or no 
curbs will move this away from a suburban feel 
to more of a country feel) to the level of 
lighting, to paving materials, to construction 
density and how this density is distributed 
throughout the site. Probably most important 
and most easily perceived by residents and 
visitors is the architecture of the buildings. Our 
goal is to foster a community of buildings 
which together are more than the sum of their 
parts, and that harmonize with the character of 
Tuxedo Park, Tuxedo Hamlet, and Sloatsburg. 
Also being considered is the character of 
historic Hudson River Valley towns which, 
with their difficult, steep topography, have 
much to teach us as we design Tuxedo Reserve. 
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Construction Manager Bovis Lendlease 

 

The Bovis Lend Lease companies in the Americas — Bovis Lend Lease Holdings, Inc., Bovis Lend 
Lease, Inc., Bovis Lend Lease LMB, Inc., Bovis Lend Lease Interiors, Inc., Bovis Lend Lease Ltda., 
Bovis Lend Lease S.A. and Bovis Lend Lease S.A. de C.V. — operate locally through the firm’s 19 
offices and countless project sites throughout North and South America, providing an array of 
construction services that are customized to cost efficiently meet each client’s needs and achieve project 
objectives.  To serve our clients more effectively, Bovis Lend Lease has formed regional operating 
centers, each led by one of Bovis Lend Lease’s most senior officers; these tightly organized service units 
contain their own project and technical support teams. Quality, the hallmark of the Bovis Lend Lease 
group of companies since the 1800s, is tightly woven into all our projects.  Strongly committed to 
maintaining the quality of each project, Bovis Lend Lease has developed and implemented a formal 
company-wide Project Success Planning Process Flowchart© complementing Bovis Lend Lease’s 
customer driven culture.  Supplementing Bovis Lend Lease's PSP approach is the Periodic Performance 
Evaluation Process that provides us with the necessary, on-going client feedback enabling us to 
continually improve our products and services and, maximize customer satisfaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Time Warner Center One Beacon Court 
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Civil Engineers Divney Consulting 

 

 
Divney Tung Schwalbe, LLP, is a team of planning, engineering, landscape design and project 
management professionals formed to plan and implement responsible land use strategies for public and 
private clients. Our primary objective is to assist clients to determine and achieve the optimal use of their 
land within its physical, environmental, and regulatory contexts. Founded in 1972 by Senior Partner Mike 
Divney, the firm offers an interdisciplinary approach to the planning and implementation of a 
development project. As a professional engineer, certified planner, and former director of engineering and 
planning for the White Plains Urban Renewal Agency, Mike brings a unique combination of experience, 
technical knowledge, proven results, and insight to addressing the land use issues of the 21st Century. 
 
The firm's other two partners are Andrew Tung, a landscape architect and an attorney, and Jerry 
Schwalbe, a civil engineer. They, along with Senior Associate Jim DeRito, a certified planner, have 
worked together with Mike Divney for over fifteen years. All projects are managed by a principal of the 
firm, who can draw upon the other managers' capabilities as needed. Our staff currently numbers 20, and 
includes planners, engineers, landscape architects, and CADD professionals. While staff members 
typically have certifications or licenses in planning, engineering or landscape architecture, they have also 
developed expertise in associated fields such as traffic analysis, population demographics, wetland 
ecology, and environmental regulation. 
 
The considerations involved in determining the "best use" of land today are no longer simple and 
straightforward. The concerns of the land owner and the community, the special characteristics of a site, 
and the context of the greater environment must all be assessed and balanced before an appropriate 
solution can be found. Divney Tung Schwalbe's basic approach on all projects is to blend the interests of 
the private and public sectors for their mutual benefit. We do this by looking at a proposed action 
critically through "multidisciplinary glasses," and searching for the appropriate combination of strategies 
– planning, engineering, environmental, or landscape – that will provide the best overall plan for 
achieving our client's objectives. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Marine Engineers Langan Engineering 
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Langan Engineering and Environmental Services (LANGAN) is a professional consulting firm offering 
services in Site/Civil, Geotechnical, Environmental and Traffic Engineering, as well as, Asbestos/Lead, 
Indoor Air Quality and Mold Investigations, Wetlands/Natural Resources, Landscape Architecture and 
Planning, Surveying, and Computer Consulting Services.  We provide these services for both public and 
private sector clients at sites located throughout the United States and abroad from our offices in 
Elmwood Park, NJ; Trenton, NJ; Doylestown, PA; Philadelphia, PA; New York, NY; New Haven, CT; 
and Miami, FL.  Langan, founded in 1970, is in its 33rd year of professional practice. Langan 
International operates from our New York and Miami offices, as well as locations in London and Athens. 

LANGAN currently employs over 380 people.  Our employees are organized into self-contained project 
teams with a Principal of the firm as team leader.  This permits effective flexibility with efficient 
application of manpower while maintaining the highest level of professional competence. A Principal of 
the firm is actively involved and is responsible for all projects from start to completion. 

LANGAN approaches design problems with a combination of innovation, knowledge, and experience, 
rendering the most efficient and sustainable solutions while maintaining cost effectiveness.  Our staff of 
professional and scientific specialists combines their knowledge and experience to provide 
comprehensive design and engineering services to our clients.  They are supported by field personnel who 
possess an understanding of both the technical aspects of design, and the practical potentials of 
construction.  We apply the same degree of professionalism and interest to both large scale and small 
project assignments.  In brief, we provide design and engineering services that combine technical 
knowledge, practical experience, and professional judgment in resolving challenging development and 
construction problems. By providing a diverse array of integrated services in-house, we simplify the 
coordination effort for our clients and streamline the approval process.   

 

Avalon Cove Colgate-Palmolive Waterfront Redevelopment 

 

 

Attorneys Collier, Halpern, Newberg, Nicolletti & Bock 
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Collier, Halpern, Newberg, Nolletti & Bock, LLP founded in 1983, enjoys a well-earned reputation for 
having one of the finest real estate and land use practices in the New York metropolitan area. Our lawyers 
have substantial experience in all aspects of real estate, land use and development and  have represented 
major developers on projects ranging from residential (high rise and otherwise) to retail, commercial and 
recreational development with special emphasis on “public/private” partnerships between municipalities 
and developers. The Firm regularly represents developers, builders, municipalities and financing 
institutions in acquisition and financing matters (including IDA and other project financing structures), 
zoning, land use and environmental regulation and remediation. The Firm has also had the unique 
opportunity to work on successful large projects in the City of New Rochelle that have involved the long 
term, large scale development of urban development and other property in the City and looks forward to 
the opportunity to add to that record of success. 
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Contact Information   

Role Company Contact 

 Developer Twining Properties Alex Twining 

535 Fifth Avenue 18th Floor 
New York, NY  10017 

(212) 704-4025 tel                  
(212) 867-7127 fax 

alex.twining@twiningproperties.com  
www.twiningproperties.com  

Capital Partner ING Clarion Edward Rotter 

230 Park Avenue, 12 floor           
New York, NY 10169 

(212) 883-2534 tel                  
(212) 888-2834 fax 

edward.rotter@ingclarion.com   
www.ingclarion.com  

Retail Developer Northstar Properties Fred Leopold 

150 East 58 Street, Suite 2001       
New York, NY 10155 

(212) 371-5300 tel                  
(212) 758-0215 fax 

fl@northstarcenters.com

Brownfield Developer S&W Redevelopment Terence Maliga 

430 East Genesee Street            
Syracuse, NY 13202 

(315) 422-4949 x309 tel                 
(315)  422-2124 fax 

tmaliga@swredev.com     
www.swrdev.com 

Architects & Planners Robert A. M. Stern Architects Paul Whalen 

460 West 34th Street            
New York, NY 10001 

(212) 967-5100 tel                 
(212) 967-5330 fax 

p.whalen@ramsa.com                      
www.ramsa.com  

Construction Bovis Construction Tony Mannion 

200 Park Avenue, 9th floor   
New York, NY 10166  

(212) 592-6700  tel                
(212) 592-6988 fax 

Anthony.mannion@bovislendlease.com  
www.bovis.com  

Civil Engineers Divney Tung Schwalbe, LLP Mike Divney 

1 North Broadway              
White Plains, NY 10601 

(914) 828-0010 tel                 
(914) 428-0017                                 

mdivney@divneyts.com

Marine Engineers Langan Engineering David Gockel 

River Drive Center 1                  
Elwood Park, NJ 07470 

(201) 794-6900  tel                
(201) 794-7501 fax 

dgockel@langan.com         
www.langan.com  

Legal & Zoning Collier Halpern Newberg et al David Newberg 

One North Lexington Avenue      
White Plains, NY 10601 

(914) 684-6800 tel                  
(914) 684-6986 fax 

dnewberg@chnnb.com       
www.chnnb.com
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